The New Time Warner Cable NAVIGATOR™
The smartest and easiest way ever to watch television.
Welcome to NAVIGATOR™, the innovative new on-screen interactive program guide designed to enhance the way you watch television.

The innovative new Time Warner Cable Navigator will change the way you watch television by making it amazingly simple to find the shows you care about most. This new guide features the most comprehensive redesign in Digital Cable history, bringing you the kind of ease and options you've always wanted, as well as some you've never dreamed of.

This Quick Start Guide will guide you through major new functions like the ability to see your favorite channels first, to explore What’s on Now! (including What’s on Now! in HD), how to record your favorite shows with greater ease than ever* and how to use enhanced Parental Control options. You’ll also get a taste of exciting new features, like Start Over™, Caller ID on TV and even more choices of HD programming.

*Requires a DVR set-top box.
No other program guide works like this.

Instead of simply allowing you to scroll up or down, your new Navigator™ works on a biaxial, or in **FOUR** directions, up/down AND right/left, for even greater ease of navigation.

**ACCESS MENU**

- Press **A** on your remote control for direct access to What’s on Now!, the DVR Show List, all On Demand channels and much more.
- Use the genre categories along the bottom of the screen to view shows that are playing right now in News and Weather, Sports, Kids’ Programming, HDTV, On Demand and more.

**FIND PROGRAMMING**

- Navigator stores the titles of current and upcoming shows for up to 7 days. Whether a show’s on now or one week from now, simply press **B** on your remote control and you can search programming by category, title or rating.

**BACK BUTTON**

- The **C** on your remote control returns you to previous menus and performs other prompted actions, such as Cancel or Return, depending on where you are in the navigation.
Press \(A\) on your remote control for the Access Menu. Choose one of the following:

- What’s on Now!
- DVR Show List*
- Answers On Demand

Press \(A\) on your remote control for what’s playing now. Search by:

- News and Weather Now
- Sports Now
- Kids’ Programming Now
- HDTV Now
- And other categories

Press \(B\) on your remote control for what’s playing now through the next week. Search by:

- Genre
- Rating
- Title with Keyboard Search

Press \(C\) on your remote control to return to previous menus or to take other prompted actions, such as Cancel or Return, depending on where you are in the navigation.

The menu bars use color coding to remind you about the shows that mean the most to you.

- **Purple**: programs that you set a reminder for.
- **Red**: programs that are recording or are scheduled to record on your DVR.*
- **Green**: movies and programs you have purchased.

*Requires a DVR set-top box.
Improved Parental Control

Block programming by content, using the content advisory (language, violence, etc.), rating (TV-PG, TV-14, TV-MA, etc.), channel, time or title.

- In Settings, use \( \text{ } \) to highlight Parental Control.
- Highlight the blocking parameters you want and press \( \text{ } \).
- Press \( \text{ } \) on your remote control to save your settings.
- Use \( \text{ } \) to highlight Turn On, then press \( \text{ } \) followed by your four-digit code to activate Parental Control.
- You will see \( \text{ } \) on channels that are locked.

Choose Favorite Channels

To set up a Favorite Channel:

- In Settings, press \( \text{ } \) to highlight Favorite Channels.
- Choose Set Up Favorites, then press \( \text{ } \).
- Use \( \text{ } \) to choose the desired channel(s), then press \( \text{ } \). A \( \text{ } \) will appear to the right of each favorite channel.

To have your favorite channels appear first in the programming grid:

- Press \( \text{ } \) to highlight Favorite Channels.
- Choose Sort by Favorites, then press \( \text{ } \).
Keyboard Search

Already know the name of the show you want to watch? Key in the name and Navigator™ will find it for you.

- Press **B** on your remote control to bring up the on-screen keyboard, then spell the show title using the **↑**, **↓**, **←**, and **→** on your remote control.
- Press **OK** to choose highlighted letters.
- When the title appears in the left column, use **OK** to switch from the keyboard to the title list. Use **OK** to highlight your program. Press **OK** to begin viewing, record, record a series* or set a reminder.

Find Shows

- Press **B** on your remote control twice to access Find Shows.
- Use **↑** to highlight title, category or rating.
- Use **↓** to highlight your programming choice and press **OK**.
- A new menu may appear with other viewing options displayed horizontally across the bottom and a list displayed vertically.
- Highlight the desired programming and press **OK**.
By linking DVR* with the new Navigator, you can find shows up to one week in advance and set them to record with the touch of a button.

Record an Entire Series
Now you never have to miss an episode of your favorite series.

• To record an upcoming series, find its title in the Program Guide.
• Press \( \text{ } \) on your remote control.
• When the Select An Option screen displays, use \( \text{ } \) to select an option and then use \( \text{ } \) to make a choice within the option. Press \( \text{ } \) on your remote control to save the series with its recording options.
• The show’s title will appear in red and will be displayed in the status bar.

Record Log
Press \( \text{ } \) on your remote control. The Recording Log tells you why a show didn’t record or was deleted, so you can manage your recording needs.

*To receive all services, Digital Cable, remote and lease of a DVR set-top box are required. Some services are not available to CableCARD customers. Not all equipment supports all services. DVR is an optional service available for an incremental charge. All services may not be available in all areas. Subject to change without notice. Some restrictions apply.
New Recording Conflict Resolution

When a show doesn’t record as planned, a warning symbol will appear next to the program in the upcoming show list. If the program is in conflict with other recordings you’ve scheduled, you’ll see this symbol, and a series of options will appear on-screen to help resolve the problem easily.

Find DVR Show List

Quickly access all of your previously recorded programming.

- Press `LIST` on your remote control to get your recorded list.
- Or press `A` on your remote control for the Access Menu, use `~` to get to the DVR Show List, then press `EXIT`.
- Use `Left/Right` along the bottom list to see shows listed by date, title or scheduled recordings, or to get the Series Manager or Recording Log.
- Then, highlight a show from the left column and press `EXIT`.

To receive all services, Digital Cable, remote and lease of a DVR set-top box are required. Some services are not available to CableCARD™ customers. Not all equipment supports all services. DVR is an optional service available for an incremental charge. All services may not be available in all areas. Subject to change without notice. Some restrictions apply.
How to get more than ever from your new DVR.

The term “buffered” is used below and refers to a live program during which you have activated DVR functions (pause, rewind, etc.).

PLAY: Press on your remote control when accessing a recorded program. If the program recorded or buffered is already at normal speed, pressing it again will toggle between slow motion and normal speed. If the program recorded or buffered is paused or in FF or REW mode, pressing returns playback to normal speed.

PAUSE: Press to temporarily stop a live or recorded program. On live TV, pause will hold for up to an hour. After about 10 minutes, a screen saver will appear.

RECORD: To record a program you are currently watching, simply press the button.

To record a program from the guide, use to highlight the desired program and press .

LIST: To view a recorded program, press . You may search your recorded programs by date, title or recently viewed programs. Once you have highlighted the program you wish to play, press .

FAST FORWARD AND REVERSE: Your DVR includes three fast-forward/rewind speeds. Press the or buttons up to three times to increase speed. Holding either button skips programming forward or reverses 15 minutes at a time.

LIVE: When watching a recorded or buffered program, press to return to live TV.

REPLAY: To quickly rewind eight seconds, simply press the button. (This option is great when watching the big game!)

This denotes that there is a conflict with other recordings you’ve scheduled. A series of options will appear on-screen to help you resolve the issue easily.

Indicates a program that is marked as Do Not Delete.

Denotes that you are scheduled to record just a single episode of a show.

Denotes that you are scheduled to record the series or entire season.

This lets you know that a show did not record as planned. Access the Recording Log to find out why.
To receive all services, Digital Cable, remote and lease of a Digital, HD or HD DVR set-top box are required. Some services are not available to CableCARD™ customers. Not all equipment supports all services. HD DVR is an optional service available for an incremental charge. Incremental charge applies for HD Premium Tier. HDTV set required for HD service. All services may not be available in all areas. Subject to change without notice. Some restrictions apply.
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